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Abstract 
Traveling faster than the speed of light in this era is one of the biggest dreams of a human, and it is still 

unsolved problem, many articles were downloaded about it but all of them were impractical and 

impossible in my mind, so I started to think about it, and design an experiment, there was related to one 

of the unsolved problem physics about rest mass and relativity mass. This association illustrates that by 

converting rest mass to relative mass the speed of observed object could approach to the speed of light or 

maybe go further. This finding assists to come up with a method to pass milky galaxy and even find any 

undiscovered galaxy around. According to my research, negative germs are some bacteria that are useful 

for traveling faster than the speed of light, so by tolerating lots of pressure, once researcher converted 

herself to a negative germ to travel in time. After this experience, noticed that the time has gone back for 

3 hours. This is a fact which was dreamed for many scientists for many years. Indeed, changing into 

black germ to be able to travel back in time needs a thorough and complicated process which is available 

at the followings.  By producing industrial sample of negative germ, we can go through black hole inside 

milky galaxy and then link to another black hole in other galaxy. Then talking about Singularity and how 

these circumstances are fashioned, which is a term of very quick program and at the end it will be 

explained why maybe rose gold galaxy would be the next destination of human life. 
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Introduction 
In this article at the first, looking at one of the most important formulas of Albert Einstein and trying to 

explain some mistakes taken by Albert Einstein about travel near the speed of light. It is believed that 

current article introduces the best solution to travel faster than the speed of light or near it. Downloading 

many articles about above title and thinking about it was the first step to pursue this study, but all of them 

were impractical from industry and complicated in my mind. Therefore, using special experiment besides its 

industrial method was essential. Having a journey with higher speed than the pace of light in this area is the 

toughest dream of scientists, so lots of articles were searched and downloaded and studied about it, however 

all of them were impractical and somehow inapplicable according to author point of view, so writer started 

to reckon about it, and eventually, the best solution to pursue this matter was found. Based on Einstein’s 

theory E=MC^2, experiments were conducted, but there is still an unsolved physic matter which not only is 

so complicated but also was a big question in the mind of all scientists and humans. after many research and 

theoretical analysis, this physical matter is now solved by Rezvan Alvandi. This matter is related to 

association among relatively mass and rest mass. This association illustrates that by converting rest mass to 

relative mass the speed of observed object could approach to the speed of light or maybe go further. This 

finding supports to come up with a technique to pass milky galaxy and even find any undiscovered galaxy 

around. A sole method was found to produce a connection between author and one of her parallel universes. 

 

Martials and methodology 

 To carry out the study and to changing myself to negative germ, I have designed an experiment which 

required to be ready. So I made my body ready to be able to perform in this experiment , indeed, I never ate 
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bad food and just ate organic food , moreover tried to balance my body by listening to music specially in a 

way that I could check myself with wave of music, to test my body once  at night I listened to a music and 

harmonized  my body with wave of music and slept for a while and after waking up I noticed that time has 

been gotten back for three hours, in fact this time was in contradictory with time of clock on the wall. I 

mean, after waking up I checked that the time of a message on my mobile differs with the time of clock. To 

elaborate the matter, it is necessary to regard that I made a link and traveled to back, but it is not possible to 

say exactly where I went. But we can conclude that if we want to open a link to galaxy, we need to construct 

industrial sample of negative germ, because we don’t want something with a momentum happened to it. 

Consider the fact that this experiment was conducted 4 years ago at the beginning of winter, and after the 

author woke up and had kept the bedroom cold enough to create the experiment, but after opening her eyes, 

experimenter experienced really hot atmosphere which suggests that author felt lots of energy loss. By 

constructing industrial example of negative germ, we can make links between black hole inside milky 

galaxy and another black hole in other galaxy. As it is written below, singularity is the situation of 

Space=time=0  

so, if you produce singularity as I have done you are connected to one of the mirrors in parallel universes. 

When this situation happened, a very high frequency between my laptop and earth was observed, after 

checking my laptop, a program registers on it was seen, that day to day completed, it surprised me and 

finally, it was found that a connection between myself and one of my powerful parallel universes was 

created. After analyzing this program, it is guessed by author that it is likely that if this program registers on 

aerodynamic starship, servers found new planets like earth with the same gravity and spine. It is very 

important we found new planets completely as same as earth (spin and gravity). We can use 2 black holes 

that one of them should be inside the milky way, and the other one could be located in any other galaxy. 

  

Result 
by linking the black hole of our galaxy to black hole of other galaxy such as rose gold galaxy We can access 

to black holes of other galaxies. By use of singularity program which is coined by the author, aerodynamic 

spacecraft can be launched from earth and by use of channels of space that black holes are used for them, 

access to other galaxies may become possible. Inside of the black hole, the pressure is very high, so a 

negative germ or industrial sample is needed that opens the link between two black holes in for example 

between milky galaxy and rose gold galaxy. by converting eating light by the black hole to heat This process 

would be applicable, so an aerodynamic starship could be crossed from the earth to another galaxy. 

Based on singularity theory, it is possible to register program derived from required singularity situation on 

starship servers and using industrial sample of negative germ and installing on the starship to travel very fast 

and this program helps to find new planets which are similar to earth with same spine and gravity. 

Generally, lots of search is done and a method is found to pursue author’s goal which was traveling to space 

by speed of light or near it and to make link between blackhole of milky galaxy to black hole of another 

galaxy to find a new destination for future of human life. 

 

Discussion 

The concept of time and big bang is really important physical subject. When the first big bang happened, at 

one moment a huge volume and hot gas spread out less than any imaginative time. Indeed, we can imagine 

the speed of gas step by step increased, the reason for my idea is that at the first big bang, there is no matter 

opposite of mentioned gas. After the first big bang, universe started from a single point that scientists know 

it as the beginning of world, meaning that the big bang caused producing universe, but after expanding and 

finishing those life cycles finally universe will be collapsed. According to formula of energy stability, I 

believe there is not clear how many big bangs happened before. According to writer’s mind, even only we 

can calculate existing black holes in universe, we may find the number of different types of galaxies. Based 

on mentioned theory, this concept requires more investigation by scientists to find unexpected result to the 

information related to the past of universe which is included variety form of celestial bodies. 
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                                                         Picture 1: first big bang 

 
Picture 2: black hole 

 
picture 3: negative germ (above sample is a laboratory sample but there is an industrial sample that I am 

thinking about it) 

Small universe VS big universe  

All of us are human and made of stardust, however getting into this matter needs lots of details which need 

another research to convey, so it is not strange that human behaver is like celestial bodies that sometimes 

they absorb or emit each other, but most of us are not aware of the reason of this phenomena, but it depends 

on how much we had worked on our mind. without any reason the reason is on unconscious mind maybe we 

have known the reason or maybe not, it is depended on how much we work on unconscious mind. 

Rose gold galaxy 

The formation of rose gold galaxy is very close to milky way galaxy, so either the rose gold galaxy contains 

some planets like earth or may be those planets started to preform like new earth with same gravity, spine, 

those would be suitable for continue living mankind generation in the future. By considering the correctness 

of this assumption, it is highly possible that rose gold galaxy would be the next destination of humankind. 

 

Conclusion 

We can access to black holes of other galaxies by linking the black hole of our galaxy to black hole of other 

galaxy such as rose gold galaxy. By using author’s singularity program which can lunch aerodynamic 

spacecraft from earth and by use of channels of space that black holes are used for them, access to other 

galaxies may become possible. Inside of the black hole, the pressure is very high, so we need a negative 

germ (or industrial sample that opens the link between two black holes in for example between milky galaxy 
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and rose gold galaxy. This process is applicable by converting eating light (frequency) by the black hole to 

heat, so an aerodynamic starship could be crossed from the earth to another galaxy. 

Based on singularity theory, it is possible to register program derived from required singularity situation on 

starship servers and using industrial sample of negative germ and installing on the starship to travel very fast 

and this program helps to find new planets which are similar to earth with same spine and gravity. 

Generally, I searched and found this method to pursue my goal which was traveling to space by speed of 

light or near it and to make link between blackhole of milky galaxy to black hole of another galaxy to find a 

new destination for future of human life. 

By having a brief look at Albert Einstein theory and formula it is possible to break all of the rules related to 

physics. 

E=MC^2 [1] was one of the important formulas described by Albert Aniston. This formula proved in a 

closed area energy does not appear and does not disappear system converted into a black hole like another 

galaxy in our universe, actually, any galaxy has a definite life cycle and after that, as our galaxy converted to 

the black hole.  

A negative germ is a laboratory sample. (Only when a human can be converting her/himself to a negative 

germ he or she be completely clear without the use of any drug or other things like that, but unfortunately, 

this time all of us are full of poison because of our unhealthy nourish and something like drug, smoking or 

vaccinated because of COVID-19, so I do not think so again anybody can convert him/herself to negative 

germ. But there is an industrial sample, it is a kind of crystal that I was thinking about it. 
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Appendix 1: Schematic plan:  travel faster than the speed of light by using a black hole this travel started 

from the earth and use the black hole in a milky way and continued to the rose gold galaxy 

 

 

 

 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 4: rose gold galaxy (I think the planets that are formed or will be formed at gold rose galaxy 

have same spin and gravity like earth because the formation of the rose gold galaxy is very close to 

the formation of the milky way. 
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Picture 5:  A kind of connection between 2 black holes  

 
 

        

 

  

 


